first class was a gym/weight lifting class that is located on the upper level of Columbine High School, and he said this class lasted from 0700 to 0815 hours. Timothy said he then went to his second hour class, which was a biology class, and is located in the science department on the upper level of Columbine High School. He said this class lasted from 0825 to 0915 hours. Timothy said next he went to his math class on the upper level of Columbine High School and said this class lasted from 0925 to 1015 hours. Timothy said he then went to his English class, also on the upper level of Columbine High School, and said this class lasted from approximately 1020 to 1050 hours. Timothy said while going from one class to the next during the morning of 4-20-99, he did not observe any suspicious people or items. He was only on the upper level of Columbine High School until about 1050 on 4-20-99, when he went downstairs.

Timothy Nep told me when he got out of his fourth hour English class, he walked down the stairway from the upper level of Columbine High School to the lower level. This stairway leads down and into the cafeteria/commons area of the school. Timothy said he went to the “Rebel Corner” in the cafeteria/commons area to get something to eat. Timothy said while he was at the “Rebel Corner” he suddenly heard people screaming and said they were running from the cafeteria and commons area southbound in the hallway, past the “Rebel Corner,” and were exiting the high school through the doors south of the “Rebel Corner.” Timothy said he thought there was a fight taking place and believed that was why people were running and screaming. Timothy said he then heard somebody yell something to the effect of “he has a gun.” Timothy said at that point when he heard somebody mention a gun being involved, he began running with the other people southbound through the hallway by the “Rebel Corner,” and said he exited the south door of this hallway and then turned eastbound and ran away from Columbine High School. Timothy said he ran across south Pierce Street and into Leewood Park.

Timothy Nep said he remained in Leewood Park for approximately one hour or less with other people from Columbine High School. Timothy said while he was in Leewood Park, he heard approximately four to five explosions that sounded like they were coming from the area of the west side of Columbine High School and possibly in the vicinity of the cafeteria. Timothy said he did not remember hearing any gunshot during the incident on 4-20-99. Timothy said during the time he was in Leewood Park or prior to arriving in Leewood Park, he did not see anyone with a firearm or explosive device, either outside or inside of Columbine High School. Timothy said he did not hear any gunshots while in Leewood park that may have been directed towards the people who had gathered at that location. Timothy said he heard an unknown person say there was a shooter on the roof of
Columbine High school shooting towards Leawood Park. Timothy said he did not see anybody on the roof of Columbine High School, nor did he hear any incoming gunshots of any type. Timothy said he left Leawood Park, however, and went into somebody’s house who had invited students inside. Timothy did not know who this person was. Timothy said he later left this residence and went to Leawood Elementary School.

Timothy Nep told me that he knows who the “Trench Coat Mafia” is, however, said he did not know much about them. Timothy said prior to the shooting on 4-20-99, he did not know any of the “Trench Coat Mafia” students by name, including Dylan Klebold and Eric Harris. Timothy said that sometime prior to 4-20-99 he had seen Dylan Klebold in the hallway of Columbine High School, however, he did not know Dylan Klebold’s name at that time. Timothy said he now knows it was Dylan Klebold because he saw Dylan Klebold’s picture through the media since the shooting, and recognized him as the “Trench Coat Mafia” student he had seen in the hallway. Timothy described the “Trench Coat Mafia” student, he now knows to be Dylan Klebold, as a white male, tall, and said he was approximately 6'2" to 6'3", and weighed approximately 200 pounds. Timothy said Dylan Klebold would wear a trench coat at times, however, would not wear it at other times. Timothy said Dylan Klebold wore a black baseball cap with the Colorado Avalanche insignia on the front of it. Timothy said Dylan Klebold would wear this hat backwards, and when worn backwards the hat had a Boston Red Sox “B” on the back of it (facing forward when the hat is worn backwards). Timothy said he could also remember Dylan Klebold wearing a T-shirt that said something to the effect of AOL Hackers are Cool.

Timothy Nep said he never saw the “jocks” harass “Trench Coat Mafia” students. He also did not see the “Trench Coat Mafia” students harass other people. Due to the fact that Timothy said he played baseball and football at Columbine High School, I asked him if the “Trench Coat Mafia” students had ever harassed him, and Timothy replied, “No.”

Timothy Nep said that Isaiah Shoels was a friend of his. I asked him if he ever saw anybody harass Isaiah Shoels or racially intimidate Isaiah Shoels, and Timothy said he had never seen any racial intimidation at Columbine High School, and in particular towards Isaiah Shoels. He said everybody liked Isaiah Shoels.

Timothy Nep said he does not know of anybody, nor has he heard any rumors of anybody else, who may be manufacturing
explosive devices and/or possessing or selling firearms. Timothy said he does not know of anybody who has a double pierced eyebrow, and said he did not see the "thought of the day" on the Rebel News Network (RNN) for the date of 4-20-99.

I asked Timothy Nep how he has been doing since the incident occurred on 4-20-99, and he said he has been doing well. I also asked Timothy how the other people in his family have been doing, and he said well. I gave him one of my business cards and asked him to contact me in the future if he wishes, or a member of his family wishes to talk with a JSCO Victim Advocate. I told Timothy I would make the necessary arrangements for them at that time.

**DISPOSITION:** Case remains open, pending further investigation.
INVESTIGATION:

On 04-28-99 was assigned Information Control Number 1186 for follow up investigation. When I reviewed the lead sheet it was unclear as to whether I was to interview Mandy Erin Nichols or Mary Sue Barbeau. I called Mandy Nichols and found that she had not been interviewed and on 04-29-99 at 1030 hours responded to her residence and interviewed her with her mother. Mandy Nichols said that she had been driven to school by her friend, Jill Becerra. She said that they arrived at Columbine High School at approximately 0720 hours and parked in the senior parking lot. They entered the school through the faculty and student entrance in the cafeteria and then went upstairs to their lockers. Mandy said that she then went to her first hour class, which is business in the downstairs business class offices. She said normally that she is a student assistant in the main office but had some homework to do in her business class and she went there instead of the main office. She said that her second hour class is Spanish, which is downstairs and she left her business class to go directly to Spanish. Third hour is her chemistry class, which is upstairs and she went directly from her Spanish class to her chemistry class. Her fourth hour business class is upstairs.

Mandy Nichols said that after her business class she left and went to her locker to get her lunch and then went to the "A" lunch. She estimated she arrived in the cafeteria at about 1115 hours with her friend, Mary Elise. She said that Mary had purchased her lunch and they sat down at a table near the south side exit doors. She identified this table as possibly being table "P". She said that at approximately 1120 hours, plus or minus a few minutes, a friend came running in yelling that some girl needed help. Mandy initially thought that this girl was choking and that a boy then came running in covered with blood saying that the girl had been shot. Mandy said that at approximately the same time, she heard shots coming from the parking lot area. The girl who came in...
saying that someone needed help was Kim Blair. Mandy thought that the girl who had been shot and was in need of help, was Ann Marie Hochhalter and that the boy who came in, his name was Jason (last name unknown).

Mandy Nichols said that as this all transpired there were teachers yelling to get down and get under the tables. Mandy Nichols said that there was a mass panic and a rush to get to the stairs. She said she too joined the crowd trying to get up the stairs and that as she neared the top of the stairs she noticed that there was smoke in the hallway and could hear more gunshots. She said at the top of the stairs she turned into the first door on her left, which she says is choir class. She then went into the rear choir class office. She estimated that there were approximately 60 students in the office with her.

Some of the students moved file cabinets against the doors and as they were doing this there were fire alarms going off in other parts of the building. They also moved a desk up against the door. Several students were using the phone to call their parents. She indicated that she was continuing to hear gunshots and explosions. She said that while they were waiting in the room they thought they could hear pounding sounds on the roof. She said they could also hear sounds of things being smashed and banging in the cafeteria area and that she could also hear male voices yelling, but she could not discern what they were saying. She said that after approximately three hours, she thought it was a little after 1500 hours, the SWAT team came in escorted them out of the building.

Mandy Nichols said that she didn't know ERIC HARRIS but she does know DYLAN KLE BOLD. She attended junior high school with him. She said she was never really friends with him but knew who he was. She said that in her CCB class first semester, a class that is communications for the college-bound, all the students had to do research papers and that DYLAN KLE BOLD was in her class. The teacher was Mr. Webb and it was in sixth hour. She thought that just before Christmas 1998, that they had to write research papers. She said she recalled DYLAN KLE BOLD writing his paper on Charles Manson and the crimes that Manson had committed. She said that the class had to read their papers and that KLE BOLD's paper was a very "weird" paper. Mandy said that she was aware of what the "trench coat mafia" was and that it was her understanding that it was kids who wear trench coats and hang out with each other. She had never heard of them being picked on by other students and had never observed them being picked on by others students, or them picking on other students.

Mandy Nichols said that her backpack is a turquoise Jansport which contains a red binder, a black binder, a chemistry lab book, a Spanish book, a red purse, a Casio calculator and her Columbine ID. She said on the day of the incident she was wearing blue jeans, a green shirt with a white T-shirt.
LAKESWOOD POLICE DEPARTMENT SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT
PORTING AGENT: GEORGE MCGLYNN
CASE NUMBER: 99-38856
VICTIM: COLUMBINE HIGH SCHOOL
DATE OF REPORT: 04-30-99
OFFENSE: ADA/COLUMBINE HIGH SCHOOL TASK FORCE/ JEFFCO SHERIFF'S OFFICE

Mandy Nichols said that she did not observed anything unusual in or about the school prior to the incident occurring. She did not see any large duffle bags that were left unattended. She has not heard of anyone else in the school talking about the suspects, bomb making or gun buying prior to or since the incident.

ADDITIONAL WITNESSES:
1. NICOLE LUNETTA
2. NICKY SPURGIESZ
3. MARY BECK
4. ELISE BERET
5. ESTE BLATTER
6. DIANA BARKER
7. MARY BARIBOU
8. MARY ELISE

These students were sitting with Mandy Nichols at her table.

9. KIM BLAIR
10. JASON (last name unknown)

These two students assisted Ann Marie Hochhalter after she had been shot.

11. MATT CORNWELL
12. ERIC SMITH

These were two of the students in the choir room that called their parents.

13. DEVIN CATHEZ

He is a student at Warren Tech who after the incident told Mandy that he had seen two kids walking near the high school and going to a car throwing bombs on the day they incident occurred.

14. JILL BECTERRA

Drove Mandy Nichols to school.

[Signatures]
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JC-001-003908
WITNESSES:

Karen Christine Nielsen / DOB 053060
7153 West Hinsdale Drive
Littleton, Colorado 80123
303-933-9097
Columbine High School / Food Assistant

INVESTIGATION:

On 05-26-99, at about 9:45 a.m., I interviewed CHS Food Assistant (kitchen worker) Karen Nielsen as follow up on DN2863. The interview was conducted at Krem's home.

Karen told me that on 04-20-99, she was working in the kitchen at Columbine High School. Karen said that this was a part-time job, and that she has two other (unrelated) part-time jobs. Karen said that at 11:00 a.m., she opened the gate on the "American food" serving line, which she said was the second of four serving lines, going from west to east, as indicated on the cafeteria map. Karen said that on that day, three serving lines were opened at 11:00 a.m. The first serving was for "Mexican food" and was staffed by kitchen worker Patti Zawadski. Karen said that she and kitchen worker Linda Tibbals were staffing the second serving line. The third serving line was for "Italian food." Karen said that she doesn't remember who was staffing it. Karen said that the fourth serving line is usually reserved for breakfast and was closed at that time. Karen said that the first lunch period formally begins at 11:10 a.m. each day, and that she and other servers usually begin serving students and staff who are in the cafeteria prior to 11:10 a.m., before the lunch rush.

Karen said that she had been serving pizza for about ten minutes when she heard someone yell, "Get down! They've got a gun!" Karen said that simultaneously with hearing this, she heard gunshots and saw custodian Jon (Curtis) running east, with radio
in hand, from the northwest corner of the cafeteria, across and parallel with the serving lines toward the northeast corner of the cafeteria. Karen said that she thought the voice yelling to ‘get down’ and the gunshot both came from the vicinity of the northwest corner of the cafeteria, possibly from outside the building. Karen thinks that the person yelling was either Ion or teacher Dave Sanders. Karen described the gunshot as ‘single shots, very loud.’ Karen said that as Ion ran in front of the serving lines, numerous students who were seated at the various tables within the commons area began to dive under tables and/or run toward the east side of the cafeteria, toward the stairway. Karen said that immediately after hearing the gunshot, she heard a ‘very loud explosion.’ Karen said that she remembered saying out loud, ‘What was that?’ Karen said that she has heard shotguns before, but that this explosion was ‘much bigger, with much more of an impact.’ Karen said that all of this took place ‘simultaneously, in a matter of seconds.’

Karen said that when this occurred, she remembered seeing Patti Zawadzki: ‘get down,’ but couldn’t remember exactly where Linda was or what she did. Karen remembered seeing Linda restocking the drinks to her right on the second serving line, but that is all. Karen said that while most people began running and making their way to the east side of the cafeteria, for some unknown reason she ran to the west, out of the kitchen area and into the faculty lounge. Karen said that she entered the faculty lounge through the easternmost door of its south wall, which then closed behind her. Karen said that her inclination at that time was to use the telephone inside the faculty lounge, but that as soon as she entered, she heard someone yell, ‘He’s not breathing!’ coming from outside the westernmost door of the lounge. Karen said that she then ran out of the lounge’s west door, which was propped open, and toward the cafeteria’s northwest door. At that time, Karen said that she could see student ‘Sean’ (Graves) lying on the cement directly outside said door. Karen said that Sean was lying on his right side, facing the door. Karen said that Sean’s head was facing northeast, and that his legs were extended to the southwest. Karen said that she doesn’t remember seeing another adult near Sean at that time, but that it was possible. Karen said that she remembers talking with Sean and that he told her, ‘I can’t feel my legs.’ Karen said that she turned around and ran back inside the faculty lounge where she saw a female teacher (unknown) standing near the telephone. Karen said that she asked this female, ‘Have you called 911?’ Karen said that the female said, ‘No, but I called the office.’ Karen said that she then picked up the telephone, called 911, and ‘got through.’
Karen said that she remembers running back and forth from the telephone to Sean, updating the dispatcher as to Sean’s injuries. Karen said that she did most of the talking, and that the female teacher stood next to the telephone. Karen said that she remembers Sean repeatedly saying, “I can’t move my legs,” and also remembers people attempting to move him. Karen said that she remembers leaning over Sean to look at his wound after someone had attempted to move him. Karen described the wound as “right in the middle of the back. It was a very clean shot, there was not a lot of blood.” Karen said that she had to lean over Sean in order to see his wound because his back was facing away from the door. Karen said that she remembers the 911 dispatcher telling her not to move Sean, and later, her (Karen) arguing with a female teacher (Chris Redmerski) about whether or not Sean should be moved inside because of possible spinal injuries. Karen said that at some point, she also saw two other students who had been shot. Karen described these students as “Lance” and “Dana,” and that both were lying on the ground near the bottom of the exterior stairs, on opposite sides of the fence. Karen said that both students were visible through the window (facing west) to west side of the cafeteria's northwest door. Karen said that she remembers telling the dispatcher that Lance had been “shot in the face.” Karen said that while going back and forth from the telephone to Sean, she continued to hear sporadic gunshots. She did not remember which windows were shot out, but remembers seeing shattered glass.

Karen said that at some point, she decided to hang up the telephone because she thought the shooter(s) had entered the cafeteria through the northwest door. Karen said that she heard gunshots and explosions coming from directly outside the faculty lounge, and that she “knew they were in the building, in the kitchen, in the cafeteria.” Afraid to exit the faculty lounge, Karen said that she figured the only place to hide was inside the faculty lounge bathroom. Karen said that she was the last person to enter said bathroom, and remembers thinking it would be “like fish in a barrel” should the shooter(s) decide to enter the faculty lounge.

Karen said that she entered the bathroom at about 11:30 a.m., and that in addition to herself, there were three teachers and three students (all unknown) inside, for a total of seven. Karen said that when she entered the bathroom, the light was turned off and the dead bolt was turned to lock the door. Karen said that there was very little talking amongst those inside the bathroom, and remembers hearing a lot of “Shhhhh!” to keep each other quiet. During the time she remained in the bathroom, Karen said that she continued to hear gunshots and explosions from what she thought was the kitchen area. Karen said that it would be “quieter
for a minute, you’d hear them scuffling around in the kitchen, talking, and then it would be like ba-boom! ba-boom! and then a couple more shots, then it would be quiet again.” Karen said that the explosions “shook the bathroom walls,” and that she expected them to actually blow a hole through the walls. Karen said that in addition to hearing what she thought was the shooter(s), she could hear faint noises coming from the opposite sides of the east and west bathroom walls. Karen assumed that these noises were from other people hiding in the kitchen area. Karen said that the gunshots and explosions eventually tapered off over a period of about thirty minutes.

Karen said that there was enough light inside the bathroom for her to see her wristwatch, and remembers looking at it at about 12:10 p.m. At that time, Karen said that she decided to exit the bathroom. Upon cautiously doing so, Karen said that she looked out the faculty lounge window and saw two police cars, one parked in the senior parking lot and one parked toward the top of the hill to the north. Karen said that she saw the three kids outside, still on the ground, and that she “knew Danny was dead.” Karen said that the others had followed her out of the bathroom, and that they decided to return to the bathroom after concluding that it probably wasn’t safe yet because the police had yet to retrieve the three students. Karen said that after returning to the bathroom, one of the male students and one female teacher climbed up through the ceiling panels above the bathroom. Karen said that this made a considerable amount of noise, and that the two were told it wasn’t safe to do so. Despite the warning, Karen said that both continued up into the ceiling, and that about a minute later, the teacher fell through the ceiling panels above the faculty lounge. Karen said that the teacher then got up, returned to the bathroom, and was let back inside. Karen said the student disappeared.

Karen said that they remained inside the bathroom until about 12:30 p.m., when a male student, not part of their group, peered into the bathroom from the ceiling and told them that this was a good time to leave. Karen said that they all decided to exit the bathroom again, which they then did. Karen said that she then looked out the faculty window again and saw that the two of the three students (Sean and Lance) had been moved. Karen said that Danny was still lying where she last saw him. Karen said that they all then began running outside the cafeteria’s northwest door, in different directions. Karen said that she ran up the hill next to the stairway, to a police car.
Karen said that during the time she was serving lunch, from about 11:00 to 11:20 a.m., she did not notice any duffle bag(s), crowds, or anything else in or around the commons area that she might consider suspicious or unusual. Karen said that she never saw any shooter(s), nor anyone wearing a trench coat. Karen said that she left her purse in a storage room inside the kitchen, where she and other staff members usually keep their personal items. Karen confirmed the names of all seven kitchen workers who were working in the kitchen on 04-20-99. The interview concluded at about 10:30 a.m.

Names of all seven kitchen workers were previously obtained by me (from R-1 administrator Mary Gumm) and forwarded to Detective Mark Woodward. All other names provided by Karen were run through Rapid Start; no additional lead sheets were necessary.

See attached cafeteria and school maps.

Disposition: Open.
WITNESS
Nolan, Elizabeth, dob. 3/2/84
9744 W. Arlington Ave
Littleton, CO 80123
Home Ph: 303-979-1479

CONTROL NUMBER: 28

INVESTIGATION:
On 4/25/99, Investigator Reker and I met with Elizabeth Nolan at her residence reference the shooting at Columbine High School.

I explained to Elizabeth why we were there and gave her a sketch of the cafeteria. I asked Elizabeth if she could circle the table in the cafeteria where she was sitting the day of the shooting. Elizabeth circled table marked "EE" and put an "x" on a chair showing where she was sitting. I asked Elizabeth if she was sitting by herself and she said no. Elizabeth gave me thirteen names of students with which she was sitting. I asked Elizabeth if she could tell me what happened on the day of the shooting. Elizabeth told me she was in the cafeteria at approximately 11:20 a.m., when she heard a teacher tell everyone to get down underneath the tables. Elizabeth said she then heard, what she described as, popping noises and the teacher yelling for them to crawl out of the cafeteria. Elizabeth said when she got to the stairway which leads upstairs she heard approximately six to eight more shots and believed that approximately 20 to 30 feet behind her a student was shot while going up the stairs. Elizabeth said there was a teacher, which she did not know if it was Mr. Sanders or not, say that he would go back and get the student and for them to continue running up the stairs. Elizabeth said that she then went to the auditorium, but the door was locked and they had to get a teacher to unlock the door. Elizabeth said that she then hid by a lighting area in the auditorium. Elizabeth said while she was hiding there, she observed the suspect come into the auditorium and lock around but he did not fire any shots in the auditorium. Elizabeth said that she then ran to the stairs and hid behind some lockers in the auditorium with some other students. Elizabeth said while hiding behind the lockers, someone pulled the fire alarm. Elizabeth said once the alarm was pulled, she and other students ran through the band hall and while running through the band hall, she observed a tall skinny guy running behind them, approximately 100 feet. Elizabeth said while running with this person behind them she heard a "boom". Elizabeth said she then ran to a door and exited the school by the baseball field and ran through Clement Park. I asked Elizabeth if while running outside she heard any further shots and she said yes, she believed that she heard shots and possibly more explosions.

I asked Elizabeth if she knew who the tall skinny male was and she said she believed him to be Dylan Klebold. She said that Dylan had a mask on, but had hair sticking out of the mask and that she does know Dylan and that appeared to be him. I asked how this person was dressed and she said "Dylan had on a bicepsrench coat, army boots, black pants and a black ski mask". I asked Elizabeth if this person was carrying anything and she said that he did have a duffle bag on his left arm and had a gun in his right hand.
I asked Elizabeth if this person was with anyone and she said no, he was by himself. I asked if she saw him shoot anyone. She said just the person on the stairway. I asked if she heard this person say anything while he was shooting and she said she remembers turning around on the stairway approximately the same time that the student was shot, and heard “Dylan cackling”. I asked Elizabeth if she actually saw the student get shot and she said yes, she did, as she turned around to see who was behind him and did see the student get shot in the back and fall down. I asked Elizabeth who the teacher was who went back to help the student and she said she believed it was Mr. Sanders. I asked Elizabeth if she saw anyone else get shot and she said no, just this one. I asked Elizabeth if she was injured during this and she said no, she was not. I asked Elizabeth if she saw anyone else besides this tall skinny shooter and she said no, he’s the only one she saw. Elizabeth said she has heard from other students that there were two and possibly three shooters, but she only saw the one.

Elizabeth said a few days before this incident, some locks on the school had to be replaced because someone had tampered with them. I asked her what locks and she said the front door locks and also the door locks to the math hall all had to be replaced. The math hall is on the side of the building by the Columbine High School sign. I asked Elizabeth if she knew why the locks had to be replaced and she said all she knew was that somebody had tampered with them.

I asked Elizabeth if she had seen anyone else at the school that she felt might be involved and she said she did see a white male in a white shirt with black pants running in the hall by the band room. Elizabeth said she believed that to be suspicious because he was running in the opposite direction of everyone else. I asked if she could describe the male and she said he had brown hair, short in length and he had a white T-shirt on. I asked if the shirt was a T-shirt or a dress shirt and she said it was a T-shirt. I asked Elizabeth if there was anyone else that she had seen and she said no. I asked Elizabeth if there was anything else that she could remember at this time and she said that’s all she knows. I gave Elizabeth a business card and asked her to call with any further information.

DISPOSITION: Open
INVESTIGATION

I contacted Elizabeth Logan to get a phone number for Tim Becka. Elizabeth told me she did not have his phone number. I explained to her that I could not locate a Tim Becka at the school. She said that she is not sure if Tim was the correct name. She looked in her yearbook, but did not find Tim Becka.

Possibly Tim Vaccar

K Sullman

DISPOSITION

OPEN

JC-001-003922

[Signature]
ADDITIONAL WITNESS:
Noll, Jeff R., dob: 05-27-84 WM
5498 South Iris Street
Littleton, Colorado 80127
(303) 972-9999
Student - Columbine High School (Freshman)

(Parental information)
Noll, Kathy A., dob: 01-02-50 WF
same as above

Noll, Richard F., dob: 12-02-46 WM
same as above Work: 1525 Sherman Street
Denver, Colorado 80203
(303) 866-1948

INVESTIGATION:
On 05-18-99, between the hours of 0957 and 1036, I had an opportunity to speak with Jeff Noll in reference to the incident that occurred at Columbine High School on 04-20-99. Also present during the interview was his mother, Kathy Noll.

Jeff stated he arrived at school on 04-20-99, at about 0733 hours, and that his friend, Brad Miller (303-973-7122), had also ridden to school with him that morning. Jeff stated his father dropped them off, and once they reached the high school, they went to the school via the main entrance, and he proceeded to his Science class taught by Mr. Will. After being released from Science class, he went to his English class taught by Mr. Leyba, and then to his third period class, which was Math, taught by Ms. McWilliams. After he was released from his third period class, Jeff went to his fourth hour Government class taught by Mr. Savina. Jeff said after he was released from fourth period class, that he proceeded to his locker, #1822, which is located near the gymnasium at the school, and that his friend, Braden Pollard (303-978-1331), accompanied him to his locker. After they finished at the locker, they proceeded to the cafeteria, and he believes they arrived at about 1117 hours. The two of them went directly to the food service line where they got their lunch, and then they went to the tables located in Rebel Corner just across from the student store. Jeff was asked who was at the table with him, and he stated his friend, Mike Foster, Adam Hinchey, Laura Farber, Braden Pollard, Colleen Schwartzott, Kate Rebrovic, BJ Seccord, Ben Johnson, and Matt Friend were all
at the table. Jeff said once he arrived at the table, he was unable to locate a chair, so he went to the common area of the cafeteria where they stack chairs. As he was walking over there, he saw a group of students standing in the common area, and believed there was a fight going on. He told me he was unable to see if there was in fact a fight, and he turned and recalled seeing Mr. Sanders and an unknown janitor who were telling students to get down under their tables. Jeff said he walked back to his table and got underneath the table, but at this point was not sure why they were instructed to seek refuge under the tables. Jeff said as he got down on the floor and he recalls a student, Justin Norman, came running into the school and stated, "He's got a gun." At this point, the students who were located on the west side of the cafeteria began to run east towards the staircase. Jeff stated he ran south out the doors at Rebel Corner, ran through the junior parking lot, and ran to a house located on the corner of Pierce and Polk. I asked who else went with him when he exited from the school, and he told me everybody at his table ran the same direction to the house on the corner.

Jeff was asked if he recalled what time he reached the house at Polk and Pierce. He told me he called his mother at home on the incident date, and told her what had happened. Kathy Noll told me she believed it was 11:35 a.m., when she received the call from Jeff. Jeff told me he stayed at the house at Pierce and Polk for about 15 to 20 minutes, and then he got a ride to Tyler Pierce's home, where he later went to the Columbine Public Library and met with his mother at about 1:30 p.m.

Jeff was shown a diagram of the cafeteria area and asked if he observed two large duffle bags or sports type bags, one being a blue color and the other being a burnt orangish red color. I told him the items were located in the central core area of the cafeteria and asked if he saw these items when he went to the food service line. Jeff stated he walked through that general area, but did not recall seeing those items, telling me that it wasn't uncommon for large packs or backpacks to be present in the cafeteria during lunch period. Jeff was asked if he observed any gunmen while in the cafeteria at the high school, or if he saw any gunmen after he exited from the school. He stated he did not see any gunmen, but he heard a gunshot and told me he believed it was in the cafeteria area over near the west doors.

Jeff was asked if he knew any members of the Trench Coat Mafia, specifically Eric Harris or Dylan Klebold, or their associates. He could not provide any information about this group. When asked if he knew about Harris' Website, he again told me that he did not know anything about the group. Jeff was asked if there were any rumors around school of anything that was going
to occur on 04-20-99. He told me he had not heard of anything. Jeff proceeded to tell me that there was no other information that he could provide, and told me he left the school and did not observe any activity at the school.

Jeff was asked to describe his dress on the incident date. He said he was wearing khaki colored shorts with a grey long-sleeved shirt, a baseball cap, and tennis shoes. Jeff was asked if he had left any items in the cafeteria when he exited the school, and he told me he never took his backpack off, so when he ran out of the school he still had it on. He said there were no items he had left behind.

At the completion of my interview, I asked Jeff and his mother, Kathy Noll, if they had any additional information or had any questions for me to let me know. Kathy Noll told me there is a family by the last name of Wright, who live at 5391 South Garland Way in Littleton, Colorado, home phone number 303-904-1108, who have two sons who attend Columbine High School, and the older son observed either Harris or Klebold in the parking lot at the school just prior to the incident on 04-20-99. She said the heard the individuals (Harris and Klebold) were carrying large duffle bags, and these may possibly be the duffle bags that I had described earlier in the interview. Kathy Noll was unable to provide any additional information reference his incident, and suggested the Wright’s be given a phone call.

Jeff was asked to depict where he was sitting in the cafeteria on 04-20-99, and his movement out of the school. A copy of that map is attached to this supplemental report.

**ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:**

FBI Case #4-DN57419 (DN#3400)

**DISPOSITION:** Open, pending further investigation.
I was in the cafeteria about 15 minutes before lunch. I was walking with my book and cell phone outside the window. Upon the hill, we saw a tall guy with blond hair, acne, big nose and buck teeth. He was a white guy and he was wearing a black trench coat, black pants and boots. The guy had a handgun and he shot one kid in the neck and then shot another guy who didn't move. Then we started running. I told my friends to run and I helped some other people up the hill. The shooter came in the door and bullets were flying past my head. We made it out and I managed to get a cell phone to call for help. Then we heard an explosion. We ran outside and

I have read the foregoing statement and the facts contained therein are true to the best of my knowledge and belief. I do not maintain that it contains all of the facts or details of the incident, but only those facts about which I have been asked.

[Signature]

Date: 4/20/99
Time: 4:40 PM

Location where statement taken: [Blank]

Case No. [Blank]
Then I saw girls driving out of the parking lot. We asked him for a ride and he gave us one. We went to a house and I called my parents.

I know that if I saw the guy who was shooting I could identify him. These guys are part of a group called the Trench Coat Mafia.

I have read the foregoing statement and the facts contained therein are true to the best of my knowledge and belief. I do not maintain that it contains all of the facts or details of the incident, but only those facts about which I have been asked.

04/20/99 5:03 AM

Time Statement Completed

JC-001-003930

Signature of Person Making Statement
Narrative:

On 4-30-99, Inv. Reker did conduct an interview with Justin Norman at his residence, with his mother present.

Norman states that he had left weight lifting class and had met Matt Katzenmeier in the hallway and that they walked to the cafeteria at approx. 11:20 and that while he was at the vending machines next to the west doors of the cafeteria, he heard shots out the west door and that he looked out and saw two people go down and that Dylan Kleibold then came into the cafeteria via these doors and started shooting, and that Kleibold was shooting all over the cafeteria. Norman also related that as the bullets were going by whizzing by his head that he was busy getting people out of the cafeteria.

It should be noted that this is the first time this investigator has heard that Kleibold entered the cafeteria by this door and that he also fired numerous shots from this location. When Norman described this alleged shooting from inside the west door of the cafeteria, he held his hands by his hips as if holding a gun and did a spraying or sweeping motion from this position as he described Kleibold's actions.

Norman states that nobody was with Dylan, and that Dylan was wearing a black trench coat, black boots, a "goofy" face, long blond hair, and a big nose. Norman states that he did not see a duffel bag and cannot describe a weapon.

Norman states that he then ran to the Rebel Corner and out the door and that he had his backpack with him.

Norman states that the one victim outside had been shot in the ankle and that one had been shot in the chest and that Kleibold had come from the outside steps by the west entrance to the cafeteria.

Norman related that he knows Eric Harris from gym class but did not know Kleibold.

Norman states that he (Norman) was wearing blue shorts, and a green vest with a white shirt.

Norman related that he was in front in front of Coach Brookfield in the lunchroom. (It should be noted that Inv. Reker did interview Brookfield and he states that he (Brookfield) was in the commons area of the cafeteria.)
ADDITIONAL WITNESS:
Nossaman, Sean D., dob 06-23-82, W,M
5424 South Hoyt Street
Littleton, Colorado 80123
(303)933-3763 Work: Student at Columbine High School (Sophomore)

(Parental information)
Nossaman, Janis K., dob 05-18-52, W/F
same as above Work: 717 Yosemite Circle
Denver, Colorado 80220
(303)363-2247

Nossaman, David L., dob 12-13-49, W,M
same as above Work: same as above

INVESTIGATION:
On 05-07-99, between the hours of 11:08 and 11:55 hours, I had an opportunity to speak with Sean Nossaman in reference to the incident that occurred at Columbine High School on 04-20-99. Also present during the interview was his father, David Nossaman.

Sean Nossaman proceeded to tell me he arrived at school on 04-20-99, at about 0710 hours, and that he drove with his friend, Ian Patrick (303-979-4977). Nossaman advised that they had parked at Clement Park and walked into the main entrance at school. Once he arrived at Columbine High School, he proceeded to his locker, which is locker #1564, and is located near the gymnasium. Nossaman stated that his first hour class is German, and it is taught downstairs in the Foreign Language hall, and the teacher is Amy Burnett. Nossaman was asked if he saw anything unusual in the cafeteria area when he was walking to his German class. I asked him if he observed anyone bringing in two large duffle bags or sports bags, one being blue and one being orangeish-red in color, and placing those bags in the central core area of the cafeteria. Nossaman told me he did not see those bags, and he did not see anyone bring those bags in. After his first hour German class, he proceeded to his Math class, which was taught by Mr. Bundy. After Math he has Team Sports, which is taught by Coach Spacie, and fourth hour he has Language Arts which is taught by Ms. Nykanen. Nossaman was asked where his fourth hour class was located in the school. He told me it is located in the Social Studies and Language Arts hall. At about 1110 hours, he was released from his fourth hour class and
proceeded to the cafeteria, and believes he arrived at about 1115 hours. Nossaman was shown a map of the cafeteria area of the high school, and I asked if he could tell me where he was seated. Nossaman identified table #2W as the table he was seated at, and proceeded to tell me that his friend, Jeremy Vollen (303-730-6712), his girlfriend, Tanya Worlock (303-971-9805), Mike Kish (unknown phone), and Mark Radke (303-979-7191), were also seated at the table. Nossaman explained shortly after he finished his lunch, he got up and went over to the trash can which were located near the pop machines by the northwest doors of the cafeteria. As he was throwing away trash, he remembers hearing pops, and later identified them as gunshots coming from outside. He looked out the northwest door where he stated he saw an unidentified white male, who he believed was a freshman, lying outside the doors, and the individual was clutching his shoulder, and appeared to be shot in the shoulder area. Nossaman explained that he stepped outside, and was looking at the student when he heard three gunshots, and then a possible shotgun blast coming from outside. I asked Nossaman if he observed any gunwmen while he was standing outside, and he stated he did not. After the shotgun blast, he stated he stepped back inside the cafeteria, and an unknown teacher yelled at the students to get down. Nossaman proceeded to run to the teacher’s lounge, and with him was a Ms. Jankowski, Amy Burr, Mr. Caruthers, an unknown lunch lady, Tim Kastie, and Nick Foss. Once they got into the teacher’s lounge, he stated they all went into the bathroom inside the lounge and locked the door.

Nossaman stated while they were in the teacher’s lounge bathroom, that Ms. Jankowski and Nick Foss attempted to escape by climbing through the ceiling, but the weight of the two individuals collapsed the ceiling and they fell to the floor. Nossaman remembers that while they were in the teacher’s lounge, they would periodically peer through the west window of the lounge. He stated he observed two students at Columbine who were lying at the west door of the cafeteria. He stated that Lance Kirklin was one of the individuals, and he was lying near the fence, and “it appeared his face was gone.” He also stated that Dan Rechbough was also lying outside on the sidewalk, and both individuals appeared to be dead. I again asked Nossaman if he observed any gunwmen shoot the two individuals, or did he see any gunwmen standing near them. He stated he did not see the gunwmen.

Nossaman told me that they remained in the teacher’s lounge for a short period of time when Brett Kastconig had come into the teacher’s lounge and directed everybody that it appeared to be safe to leave, at which time they exited from the school through the northwest cafeteria door and ran to a blue Honda Accord which was parked in the Senior parking lot. Nossaman advised there
were two Denver SWAT officers there, and they sought refuge behind the car. After a short period of time, the officers instructed them to run to safety, at which time they ran to the soccer fields, and then were directed to go to a central staging point at Caley and Yukon Street.

Nossaman stated after he exited from Columbine High School and was crouched behind the blue Honda Accord, that there were never any shots fired at him or any of the other individuals that were crouched behind the vehicle.

Nossaman was asked while the incident was occurring if anybody had identified who the gunmen were. He stated while he was in the teacher's lounge, he recalled somebody told him that the gunmen were Eric and Dylan. I asked Nossaman if he knew Eric Harris or Dylan Klebold, or if he knew other associates of the Trench Coat Mafia. He told me that he knew Eric Harris worked at Blackjack Pizza, telling me that his girlfriend, Tanya Worlock, works at Great Clips, which is located near Blackjack Pizza. He said on occasion, when he would go over to visit his girlfriend, Eric Harris would give them free pizza. He told me he didn't associate with Harris, and really didn't know much about him. Nossaman proceeded to tell me that their family is personal friends with the Klebolds, and their family shared Rockies baseball tickets. At this point, Sean Nossaman's father, David Nossaman, told me that he and Dylan Klebold went to the All Star Game which was played at Coors Field in 1998. Sean Nossaman was asked if he knew about Harris' Website. He told me he had no idea that the Website existed. I asked Nossaman if he heard any rumors in reference to anything that was going to occur on 04-20-99. He stated there were a lot of kids running around with "420" scribed on their hats and backpacks, and he knew that this was National Marijuana Day.

I asked Nossaman if he could recall about what time this incident occurred at the school. He stated he believed it was about 1120 to 1130 hours. Nossaman was asked if he observed either Lance Kirklin or Dan Rohrbough being shot outside the high school. He stated that he did see Rohrbough fall after being shot, but again stated he did not see a gunman. He believes this Rohrbough was shot three times in the back area, and he thought Rohrbough was walking down the stairs when he was shot. He told me he did not see Kirklin get shot, he only observed him lying on the ground after the incident.

Nossaman was asked to describe his dress on the incident date. He stated he was wearing black knee length shorts, a red t-shirt, which had written across it Rage Against The Machine. I asked him to describe his backpack that he left in the cafeteria area.
He advised it was a dark green JanSport, and it contained a Science book calculator.

Nossaman was asked where he went after he was released from the staging point at Caley and Yukon Street. He told me just before he was released, he remembers speaking with Larry Brown with the Colorado Bureau of Investigation, and gave him his initial statement. After giving his statement, his mother picked him up and they went to Leshwood Park in an attempt to find his girlfriend, Tanya Worlock. After they didn't locate her at Leshwood Park, they went to the Columbine Public Library where they located her.

Nossaman was asked if there is anything reference this incident that really sticks out in his mind. He stated one thing that he recalls is that the phrase of the day, which was displayed at school, said something to the effect of “Why should anyone be in school today?” I asked him if he knew who authored the phrase of the day, and he told me that it was the R&D Staff, the video production group. Nossaman was asked if there was any additional information that he thought was important to pass on. He stated that he didn't have any further information. I reiterated with Nossaman that he did not see any gunmen while at Columbine High School, nor did he see the two large duffle bags or sports bags described earlier in the cafeteria area.

At the completion of my interview, Nossaman was asked to depict where he was sitting in the cafeteria, and then his movement out of the building. A copy of that map is attached with this supplemental report.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
FBI case number 4-DN-57419  DN# 2839

DISPOSITION: Open, pending further investigation.
briefly, got down and ran to
Teacher's lounge, the to teacher's
lounge bathroom. Escorted through stairway.
LAKEWOOD POLICE DEPARTMENT SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT
REPORTING AGENT: DETECTIVE GEORGE MCGLYNN
CASE NUMBER: 99-38856
VICTIM: COLUMBINE HIGH SCHOOL
DATE OF REPORT: 05/20/99
OFFENSE: AOA/COLUMBINE HIGH SCHOOL TASK FORCE/JEFFCO SHERIFF'S OFFICE
INFORMATION CONTROL NUMBER: DN3554, FBI: 4A-DN57419, CR #99-7625

SUSPECTS: Eric Harris
Dylan Klebold

INVESTIGATION:
On 5/15/99, I was assigned information control number DN3554 for follow up investigation. The information control narrative stated that Shawn Nossaman indicated that a lunch employee, Ms. Caruthers, was in the cafeteria when this occurred. The information control sheet was prepared by Sergeant Calvin Hemphill, Denver Police Department.

On 5/18/99, I contacted Jefferson County Schools Area Administrator, Barb Monseu, and requested any information she might have on cafeteria employee by the name of Ms. Caruthers. She said that she had no information on such an employee but would provide me with information on the manager and other employees of the kitchen. On 5/19/99 I received a fax transmission from Nancy Cook for Barb Monseu with a list of the Columbine High School cafeteria workers. Ms. Caruthers is not on that list.

ADDITIONAL WITNESSES:
1. Linda Tibljas, Kitchen Manager
   2183 W. Tufts Ave
   Morrison, Co 80465
   303-979-2574
   Additional cafeteria workers:
   2. Dewlaney, Suzanne
      10605 W. Quarles Ave
      Littleton, CO 80127
      303-972-8663
LAKEWOOD POLICE DEPARTMENT SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT
REPORTING AGENT: DETECTIVE GEORGE MCGLYNN CASE NUMBER: 99-38856
VICTIM: COLUMBINE HIGH SCHOOL DATE OF REPORT: 05/20/99
OFFENSE: AO4/COLUMBINE HIGH SCHOOL TASK FORCE/JEFFCO SHERIFF'S OFFICE
INFORMATION CONTROL NUMBER: DN3554, FBI: 4A-DN57419, CR #99-7625

3. Helin, Laverne
   3563 S. Sheridan Blvd
   Denver, CO 80235
   303-984-0460

4. Liane, Sue
   4833 S. Hoyt St.
   Littleton, CO 80123
   303-972-2194

5. Mederman, Marlene
   11432 W. Roxbury Pl
   Littleton, CO 80127
   303-948-2344

6. Nielsen, Karen
   7153 W. Hinsdale Dr
   Littleton, CO 80127
   303-933-9097

7. Nancy Cook, Area Administrator for Jefferson County Schools
   1829 Denver West Drive
   PO Box 4001
   Golden, CO 80401
   303-982-6836

Cook provided the information on the Columbine High School cafeteria workers for administrator Barb Menseu
Fax

To: George McGivney
From: Nancy Cook for Barb Iacono

Fax: 303-967-7306
Date: 5/19/99

Pages: 2

Comments:
Cafeteria Workers
Columbine High School

Manager

Linda Tibijas
12183 West Tufts Ave.
Morrison CO 80465
303-979-2574

Other Workers

Suzanne Dewianey
10505 W Querijas Ave.
Littleton CO 80127
303-972-8663

Laverne Heim
3663 South Sheridan Blvd.
Denver CO 80225
303-984-0460

Sue Liane
4853 South Hoyt
Littleton CO 80123
303-972-2194

Marlene Nederman
11432 West Roxbury Pl.
Littleton CO 80127
303-948-2344

Karen Nielsen
7153 West Hinsdale Dr.
Littleton CO 80128
303-933-9097
NLMIC, V
SOURCE: Crystal Archuleta

LEAD: Interview Veronica Nuncio as she was said to have been at the student store and saw shooting victim Anne Marie Hockholter

TELEPHONE INTERVIEW:

NUNCIO, Veronica A. (DOB: 10/15/81)
7085 W. Belmont Drive
Littleton, CO 80123
(303) 973-5151

05-19-99 / 9:28am

NUNCIO said she had been standing at the student store, near the entrance on the south side of the cafeteria at the time of the shooting.

At about 11:25am she looked out the windows to the west and saw Anne Marie HOCKHOLTER, whom she recognized from their elementary school days, fall to the ground by the southwest corner of the cafeteria. She said she ran out the exit by the store to see what was wrong with HOCKHOLTER. At some point near this time a Special Education Teacher, Miss Chris REDMERSKI, told them to get down because someone was shooting. As she got to the area of the corner she saw a suspect whom she thought she could identify as Dylan KLEBOLD, walking west from the entrance at the top of the stairs by the grassy hillside. As this suspect got to the top of the stairs he turned back toward the entrance from which he had just come and fired a handgun about ten times in quick succession towards the school entrance. She recalled this suspect was holding the handgun in his right hand.

NUNCIO described after firing the shots the suspect then turned and went back to the area at the top of the stairs, stood by the edge of the grass. She watched as he reached into his trenchcoat and pulled out what she thought was a pipe bomb with his right hand and threw it towards the senior parking lot. She could not recall what the suspect had done with the handgun he was shooting with his right hand just prior to this. At this time NUNCIO said she turned and ran back into the cafeteria thorough the row of multiple doors. She then went back to the REB Corner, student store, with a few of her friends where several girls were screaming. She then ran down the hallway to the right and ran out the exit near the Foreign Language classrooms to Leawood Park.

NUNCIO clarified that she did not recall seeing KLEBOLD prior to the day of the shooting, but made this identification subsequently due to seeing their photographs on the media coverage. She felt it had been KLEBOLD due to the shooter she had seen having blond hair. She added that this suspect was wearing a black bal cap on backwards, and a black trenchcoat, but otherwise could not provide further description of him or his weapons. NUNCIO did not see anyone else with this suspect, or anything that might have been beside him at the time.
RE: CONTROL # 2291

NUNCIO initially could not recall who was with her during these observations, but upon my suggestion confirmed that Janell and Aleia RUSSELL and Alicia MAES were with her.

A subsequent search of Rapid Start discovered existing leads for all of the witnesses listed in this report. Teacher REDMERSKI: DN#3331, and students Janell RUSSELL, DN#2302, Aleia RUSSELL, DN#2289, and several previous interviews of shooting victim HOCKHOLTER.

** NO new leads were generated.
I had just got my lunch and set it on the table when two dancers seemed to get on the floor. I heard one shot from the area of the west parking lot. I got under the table for a couple of minutes. Everyone else seemed to leave so I went back to the west end of the kitchen. A janitor then opened a back door to the auditorium and about 30 of us went through the auditorium and up to the office area and got the N911 done. I went to my car in Clema Park parking lot and left the area.

I have read the foregoing statement and the facts contained therein are true to the best of my knowledge and belief. I do not maintain that it contains all of the facts or details of the incident, but only those facts about which I have been asked.

5/1/99
9:00

Signature of Person Making Statement

JC-001-003947
**UPDATED APRIL 28, 1999**

TEAM FOUR INTERVIEW GUIDELINES

MINIMAL QUESTIONS TO BE ASKED

1. Did you ever see the two large duffel bags in the cafeteria?
   
2. Did you see anyone carrying or in the possession of those duffel bags, at a previous time?
   
3. Did you see Eric Harris or Dylan Klebold either on Monday of Tuesday? What were they doing?
   What did they say? Were they with anyone else?
   
4. Did you leave anything behind in the cafeteria or anywhere else in the school?
   **NONE IN CAFETERIA. PERSONAL BELONGINGS IN LOCKER #1596**
   
5. Who were you with in the cafeteria? Where were you sitting?
   
6. Did you see or talk to any of the Trench Coat Mafia members on Monday? Tuesday?
   How about the prior week or weekend?
   
7. Have you heard anything from anybody else about other suspects, bomb making, gun buying, etc.?
   
8. What were you wearing? Did you have a backpack? What did it look like and/or have in it?
   **BLUE SHIRT, JEANS, WHITE TENNIS SHOES**
   
9. How did you leave the cafeteria or the building? What were the events that made you leave?
   **KITCHEN THROUGH BACK DOOR OF APRIL FLOWERS AND OUT NORTH DOOR BY OFFICE**
   
10. What time did you enter the cafeteria? Where did you come from (prior to the cafeteria)?
   **11:50 AM. **
   
JC-001-003849
MINIMAL QUESTIONS TO BE ASKED

11. Have them mark where they were sitting, their route out of the building and whom they were with (if known)?

12. How did you exit the building? Where did you go when you got out and what did you see on the outside of the building?

13. Do you use the Internet? If so, what is your screen name? Do you have an ICQ (aka. I seek you / similar to a chat line) account?

14. Do you know anybody with a “double pierced eyebrow”?

15. Did you see or hear any unusual announcements prior to the shootings? Do you know what the “Thought of the day was” over the Rebel News Network (RNN)?

16. Can you provide any further information on the members of the Trench Coat Mafia?

17. Ask the parents if the kids have told them anything else? Different?
SUSPECTS: Eric Harris
Dylan Klebold

WITNESS: Keira O'Dell  dob: 4/15/84
9695 W Power Circle
Littleton, CO 80128
303-972-3602

Michelle O'Dell  (Mother)
9695 W. Power Circle
Littleton, CO 80128
303-972-3602

Patrick O'Dell  (Father)
9695 W. Power Circle
Littleton, CO 80128
303-972-3602
303-969-2013 (wk)

INVESTIGATION:
On 5/5/99 I was assigned information control number DN2806 for follow up investigation. The information control narrative stated that Keira O'Dell is on the original cafeteria backpack list.

On 5/6/99 I responded to 9695 West Power Circle and interviewed Keira O'Dell and her mother, Michelle. Keira confirmed that she had been in the cafeteria at the time that the incident occurred. She rode the bus to
school, bus number 52, that drops her off at the south main entrance. She said she entered the school at approximately 7:05 and went to her locker which is in the main hallway and then went to her athletic locker by the gymnasium to drop off her track equipment. She then was out in the main hall by the main entrance, visiting with friends Julie McGinley, Allison Reardon, and Jenny Naifeth. She said that she then went to her first hour, which is English on the main level near the offices. She then went to second hour, which is Spanish, on the lower level. Mrs. Hickman is the teacher. From there she went to her third hour which is Science. She went back upstairs through the main stairwell. She then went to her fourth hour class which is Choir. In between third and fourth hour she did go with a friend to a friend’s locker, however she did not go to her locker. From Choir she went to the "A" lunch.

O'Dell stated that she went into the cafeteria and dropped off her backpack at the table, which she identified as ... She then went to the service line and picked up a chick filet sandwich. She went back to the table and believes she may have even finished her sandwich, and was eating and talking with friends when she heard some boys from the far end of the cafeteria yell to get down. She then looked across the lunchroom and saw that kids were getting down under the tables and that some of the students were crawling on their stomachs across the floor towards their location. She said that janitors were walking by with walkie-talkies, then she heard conversations about someone having a gun. She thought that students on the ground were talking about that. She said that all of a sudden people started to run towards the stairwell. She did not hear any gunshots at that time. She said that she and her friend Katie Jorgensen ran up the stairs together. She believes that they were one of the first ones up the stairs. She said that they ran straight down the hall when they got to the top of the stairs, and as they got to the top of the stairs they heard what they thought were loud bombs. She said that they ran straight out the doors yelling for other students to evacuate the school as they left. She said that when she ran out of the school, she ran across the street into Leawood Park. She said that she met up with 150 or so people in the park. She said that while they were there they heard more bombs or gunshots and then heard someone yell that they should get out of the park. She said that she then went to her friend Lindsay Blar's
house, and she was able to call her mother and her mother believes she received the call approximately 11:45 to 11:50. Her mother came to the house and picked up 12 of the girls that lived in the Governor's Ranch area and took them home. At Katie Jorgensen's house they were able to use the cell phone and other phones to call parents. O'Dell said that as she ran down the main corridor to exit the building, she remembers dodging in between pillars and behind walls as to avoid being shot. She said that she doesn't know why she did that now, because there was no shooting in the hallway that she was aware of, but she could hear it behind her.

O'Dell said that her backpack is blue with black trim. Inside the backpack is her Government, Math, Spanish and Vocabulary book, several notebooks, her Government and Spanish folder, her calculator, her purse with makeup and her school ID, and pens and pencils. She said she was wearing khaki shorts and a pink shirt with a pink top, and white tennis shoes.

O'Dell is a Freshman. She said that she had heard of the trench coat mafia, and had seen kids wearing trench coats around school and just assumed that they were part of the trench coat mafia. She's had no problems with any students in the group and she's unaware of any students that did have problems. She said that her friend Julie McKinney received a letter during one of her classes in which the Sophomores write the Freshman letters. She doesn't know who the letter was from, but the letter was all about warning Julie about her dealings with members of the trench coat mafia.

O'Dell said that she doesn't know anybody with two pierced eyebrows. She does have Internet access at home, however she only uses it for E-mail and her on-line service. She said that she did see the Royal News Network and she thinks that she saw the thought of the day being you don't want to be here today.

O'Dell said that during her travels through the school she didn't notice any unusual backpacks or duffle bags. She had no further information to add to the investigation.
ADDITIONAL WITNESSES:

1. Katie Jorgensen ✓
2. Nicole Ziccardi ✓
3. Jenny Taylor ✓
4. Laura Green ✓
5. Valerie Marr ✓

These are all students that were seated at table KK with O'Dell.
SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT

Defendant: (Columbine shooting)  
Docket Number: 99AO62 (T)
Date: 050699  
Case Number: 99-7625
Deputy D.A.:  
Investigator: Mike Heylin

********************************************************************************

WITNESS:

Matthew Oliver  
DOB: 091880
3030 S. Marshall Ct.  
Littleton, CO 80123
303-978-0779

c/o mother; Chris Oliver (p) 303-540-6934
father; Russell Oliver (w) 303-715-2930
-CES student; backpack at table D with Amy Evans, Leigh Kamens,  
Steve Trujillo, Heather Dinkel, Nick Shuman and Tina Bernacci; was walking to food line in middle of cafeteria when incident began, saw no suspects or duffle bags; had Eric Harris, Dylan Klebold, Nate Dykeman, and Chris Morris in his zero-hour bowling class; thought Eric and Dylan were missing from bowling class day of shooting; was not sure if Nate or Chris were in class that morning

INVESTIGATION:

On May 6, 1999 at 0834 hours I contacted Matt Oliver at his home for an interview. His father was present. Matt then told me the following:

* He is a senior at Columbine High.  

* When asked about Eric Harris, he said that he had Eric, Dylan Klebold, Nate Dykeman, and Chris Morris in his zero-hour bowling class. He described Eric as being a quiet guy who never said
anything. He said that Eric did wear a trench coat at times. He also knew Eric ever since they both went to Ken Caryl Middle School.

When asked about Dylan Klebold, he did not know Dylan prior to the bowling class. He described Dylan as a bit more talkative than Eric was.

When asked about [redacted] he said that [redacted] was in his government and economics class for 3rd hour. He also saw him around school. He described [redacted] as very talkative. He remembered a time in that class when the students were talking about their parents and about God. He remembered [redacted] saying that he was not close to his parents and that he did not love them. [redacted] also said that his mother was going out with some other man. He said that [redacted] would wear a trench coat on occasion. He did not know if [redacted] was in his 3rd hour class on the day of the shooting.

When asked about [redacted] he said that he knew who [redacted] was. He said that he had [redacted] in his social studies class last year. He said that [redacted] was a nice guy who talked about cars. He never saw [redacted] in a trench coat. He has not seen much of [redacted] this year.

When asked about [redacted] he said that [redacted] was also in his last year's social studies class. He described [redacted] as a kid who kept to himself, would talk in class, and was very smart. He thought that [redacted] was on the debate team. He said that [redacted] would also wear a trench coat on occasion.

He could not think of any other trench coat students or associates. He has heard the name "Trench Coat Mafia" but thought they were just kids who wore black and kept to themselves. He did not think of them as a gang.

He did not see any of the above named students or other trench coat students or associates in school the day of the shooting. He
did not think that Eric or Dylan were at the zero-hour bowling class
the day of the shooting and could not remember if Chris Morris or
Nate Dykeman were in bowling that day.

* When asked, he said that he did not see any unusual objects
around school the day of the shooting. When asked specifically, he
said he did not see any duffle bags.

* On the day of the shooting, he had math class for 4th hour. He
got out at 11:10 a.m. and went straight down the stairs to the
cafeteria. He said he always goes to the last table that is in the
hallway outside Rebel Corner. The table is the one in that area
that is closest to the cafeteria tables. This was verified by the
location his backpack was found, table D.

* He was at that table with his girlfriend, Amy Evans and; Leigh
Kamens, Steve Trujillo, Heather Dinkel, Nick Shuman, and Tina
Bernacci. He sat down at the table and waited for the lunch lines
to go down. After waiting about 5 or 10 minutes, he got up and
started toward the food line.

* Referring to the diagram, as he was walking around table H to
go to the food line, he saw students scrambling toward the west
windows. He saw Mr. Sanders and a janitor squatting down by the
west door to the cafeteria. He thought that a senior prank of
setting mice loose was occurring.

* As he got close between tables X and Y, everyone began to squat
down. He heard someone say something about a "shooting." He got
down and does not remember if he heard any shots. He did hear
crying and panic. After being down for 45 seconds, he started to
crawl back to his table. About half the way there, everyone started
to run out of the cafeteria. He went up the stairs and left down
the hallway and out that hallway's east doors toward Pierce St.
* As he was turning down the hallway after going up the stairs, he heard two loud shots or explosions. He said it sounded like it was coming from the upstairs area.

* Once outside, he hopped into a car being driven by Chris Doven. He said that from the time there was first a problem to the time he was out of the school was about 3 to 4 minutes.

* He was wearing a blue Columbine football t-shirt, jeans and brown boots.

* He never saw any suspects.

This concluded my interview with Matthew Oliver.
**Summary of Statement:**

My mom drove me to school. I went in by the front door. There was nothing unusual. I am a 4th grader and take lunch at 10:20.

I came into lunchroom via the stairs and sat my seat. My brown book down on the floor next to Table 5 on the map. I then walked over to the vending machines to get a Pepsi and some chips. While there, everybody suddenly ran to the windows. I thought it was a fight. Somebody said he was shot. People started running back through the cafeteria. I heard gunshots and a teacher said to get down. Everybody ran upstairs and I heard more gunshots. Shannon Ryan wanted to go upstairs but I didn't. So we ran back into the kitchen and ran to a storage room where there were 17 other students.

I have read the foregoing statement and the facts contained therein are true to the best of my knowledge and belief. I do not maintain that it contains all of the facts or details of the incident, but only those facts about which I have been asked.

**Date:** 4/19/89  
**Time:** 12:00 PM

**Signed:** Tashia M. Cowan

**Address:** 7191 W. Glasgow Pk

**Phone:** (303) 1972-4235  
**Business Phone:** (303) 972-4042

**State:** CO  
**Zip Code:** 80128

**Date of Birth:** 01-07-73

**Time:** 4:30 PM  
**Date:** 4-30-89

**Signatory:** Tashia M. Cowan

**Location where statement was made:** 7191 W. Glasgow Pk.
people. We stayed there until the SWAT team came and rescued us.

I don't know either Klebold or Harris.

I saw no unusual handbags or bookbags in the cafeteria.

I have read the foregoing statement and the facts contained therein are true to the best of my knowledge and belief. I do not maintain that it contains all of the facts or details of the incident, but only those facts about which I have been asked.

4/20/99

JG

4:25

JC-001-003967
WITNESSES:

Tasha Olson  DOB 010783
7191 West Glasgow Place
Littleton, Colorado 80123
303-972-4233
Columbine High School 10th grade

INVESTIGATION:

On 05-03-99, at about 9:30 a.m., I spoke with CHS student Tasha Olson as follow up on DN2479. The interview was conducted by telephone. Although Tasha Olson was previously interviewed (DN1948), the purpose of this follow up was to determine whether or not Tasha had seen or could identify Eric Harris, Dylan Klebold, or any of the individuals known to associate with them.

Tasha confirmed that she had been inside the cafeteria on 04-20-99 at about 11:20 a.m. Tasha said that a group of students had gathered near the door located at the northwest corner of the cafeteria. Tasha said that she looked out the west windows, near the door, and saw an individual lying on the concrete, near the bottom of the stairway. Tasha said that when people began yelling to "get down," she ducked down under table VV or WW. Tasha said that the only person she remembers seeing outside the cafeteria was this individual. Tasha said that she never saw anyone wearing a trench coat, nor did she see any weapons.

See report for DN1948

DISPOSITION: Open.
INVESTIGATION:

On 05/03/99 I was assigned Information Control Number DN2513 for follow up investigation. The narrative stated that Jeremy Orban had been in the cafeteria at approximately 7:00 a.m. The source was Brandi Wiseman, a student at Columbine High School.

On 05/04/99 at 11:30 hours I met with Jeremy Orban and his mother Joann Sander-Cederl at their residence. Also present at the residence were two other Columbine students, Braden Pesusich and Ali Boukalfa. Both Pesusich and Boukalfa were present in the cafeteria with Jeremy Orban and they were also interviewed.

Orban stated that he walked to school on 04/20/99 and that he arrived at approximately 07:10 hours and that he entered the school through the main entrance then went to his locker and down to commons or cafeteria area. He said he met a girl named Cari, last name unknown and Brandi
Wiseman. He said they were in the commons for approximately 10 to 15 minutes before first hour. Orban said that he didn't notice anything unusual in the cafeteria at that time. He didn't notice any unattended duffel bags or backpacks, although he said he wasn't really looking for any.

Orban left the commons area and went to Spanish on the lower level for first hour. He left Spanish and second hour went to chemistry on the main level, for third hour he went to history on the main level and after third hour he went to his locker and then to fourth hour across from the gymnasium, his math class. He then left his math class and went to the A lunch. He said that when he arrived he got in line to purchase food and after he purchased his pizza he went to sit at his table. He identified the table that he was sitting at as table AA. He said that the other people at his table were Braden Pesusich, Ali Boukhalfa, Seth Biggi, Ian Hales, Nick Romynshin, Rani Ras, Ryan Boris and Terry, last name unknown.

Orban said that he sat down at the table, took two bites of this pizza when he heard a janitor come in through an outside door yelling for everyone to get down. He said that he looked out the windows and saw a person who he believes was Dylan Klebold and a male student in the leg and throw a pipe bomb into the parking lot. He said that he and other students then got under the tables. He said that then he and other students began running towards the stairs and as they ran Orban could hear what he described as booms thinking in retrospect that these were pipe bombs. Orban said that as he approached the stairs he could see that the stairwell was quite crowded and there was a teacher in the hallway by the food cart directing them down the hall. He said that he ran down the hall until he had to make a right and followed that hallway down to the last classroom. He said there were numerous students going into that classroom and there were several teachers in the class with them. He said that after several minutes the teachers heard the shooting from what he believes was upstairs and he, at the direction of the faculty, ran out the south exit doors from this classroom, across the student parking lot and to a house at Polk Street and Pierce. He said they went in the house for a short time and a student there had a cell phone and he was able to call his mother. He believed he was able to contact her at approximately 11:45 a.m. Orban had been separated from his
friends at the table when he left the table. Orban did not leave anything behind in the cafeteria. He said he had been wearing brown corduroy's and a green T shirt. He said he took his backpack with him when he left. Orban said that he noticed nothing unusual in the cafeteria prior to the incident beginning, that he didn't notice any large duffel bags or backpacks that appeared to be unattended. However, he stated that he probably wouldn't notice such an item because it is common practice for the students to drop their packs and go get food, using their packs to save a spot. Orban said that he was familiar with the trench coat mafia only by name and knew that they were kids that wore trench coats, but had no run in's with them and could provide no further information on the trench coat mafia. He also did not know Eric Harris or Dylan Klebold. Orban did not know of any students who were building pipe bombs or stockpiling weapons. He does not have his own web site and does not have Internet access at home.

I next interviewed Braden Pesusich. He indicated he had not been in the cafeteria any other time during the day and had gone to the cafeteria for the A lunch. He said that he had come from the upstairs into the cafeteria, had gone to the lunch line and then made his way to the table when the incident began. He said that he observed people standing up by the west windows and felt perhaps there was a fight. He said that he had a fairly clear view of the kid running up the hill, trying to run up and get away, when he heard more shots. He said that he then observed what he thought were pipe bombs being thrown into the parking lot. He said that he saw one of the gunmen by the window shooting down towards the ground. He could not see what the gunman was shooting at. The only description he could remember was that this gunman had long curly hair and in retrospect thinks it was Dylan Klebold. He said about this time people were starting to run for the stairs to the cafeteria. He said that he ran along the south wall and that he saw a girl screaming. He thought her name might be Kim or Patty Blair. He couldn't be sure because the Blair's are twins. He said that the girl was screaming "Ann Marie, Ann Marie". He said that shortly past this girl that was screaming, was a male student who was covered with blood. He said he didn't appear to be injured, but he had blood over him. He said he next focused on the stairs and saw there was a large crowd there and ran
down the corridor into the language section of the building. He said that he didn’t go entirely down the hall, but made a right turn by the Special Ed hall. He said as he ran past the stairwell he could hear a rapid series of shots from where he believed was either behind him or upstairs. He said that he then ran down the corridor past the Special Ed classroom and out of the building. Pesusich said that he took his pack with him and he was wearing khaki colored pants and a dark blue T shirt and left nothing behind in the cafeteria. Pesusich said that he was familiar with the trench coat mafia only by name but had no run ins with them and could provide no further information on the trench coat mafia. He also did not know Eric Harris or Dylan Klebold. Pesusich did not know of any students who were building pipe bombs or stockpiling weapons. He does have Internet access at home, however he does not have a web page or user name. Pesusich could add nothing further.

I also interviewed Ali Boukhalfa, who also stated he had only been in the cafeteria during the Arch and that he had come from upstairs. He said he had been in line and was making his way back to the table when the incident began. He heard a commotion and a loud thud outside the west windows. He got up and saw a suspect with what he believed was a shotgun. He observed him shoot the gun but did not know where he shot it into. He then saw what he thought was a pipe bomb go flying through the air and then the suspect ran to the north side and up the stairs. He then heard several loud bombs as he was getting down. He said that when the students began to run out of the cafeteria he ran for the stairs. He went up the stairs and then directly east out the southeast main entrance and across the street into the park. He said that as he was running out the corridor he could still hear gunshots which he believed were coming from behind him. Boukhalfa could not identify the person he saw with the shotgun and could provide no further information as to what the person might have been wearing.

Boukhalfa left nothing behind, he was wearing jeans and a dark grey T shirt with a marbled top. Boukhalfa said he was familiar with the trench coat mafia and had seen them around. He also did not know Eric Harris or Dylan Klebold but that in retrospect he had seen Klebold around the pool. He had no direct involvement with the trench coat mafia, but had a friend named Brett.
Sullivan who had transferred to Englewood several months ago for other reasons. Sullivan had bumped into Klaid and they got into a pushing contest. Boukhalfa received this information second hand and did not have personal knowledge of the incident. He could only add that the trench coat mafia members seemed rather odd and he stayed away from them. He did not know of any students who were building pipe bombs or stockpiling weapons and noticed nothing unusual in the school the day this incident occurred. He does not have a web page and could add nothing further.

Both Pesusich and Boukhalfa verified the students that were at their table. They also indicated on the maps provided their routes into and out of the building. Orban indicated his entrance in a solid orange and his exit in a dotted orange. Boukhalfa did his entry in a solid green and exit in a dotted green and Pesusich did his entry in a solid red and his exit in a dotted red.

DITIONAL WITNESSES:

Braden Pesusich, Ali Boukhalfa, Seth Biggi, Ian Hales, Nick Romynshin, Rani Rao, Ryan Baris and Terry, last name unknown.
LAKewood POLICE DEPARTMENT SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT

REPORTING AGENT: GEORGE MCGlyNN        CASE NUMBER: 99-38856
VICTIM: COLUMBINE HIGH SCHOOL            DATE OF REPORT: 04-30-99
OFFENSE: AOA/COLUMBINE HIGH SCHOOL TASK FORCE / JEFFCO SHERIFF'S OFFICE

SUSPECTS:
ERIC HARRIS
DYLAN KLEBOLD

WITNESS:

1. OWEN, ALISA , DOB: 08-31-81
   6338 Geddes Drive, Littleton, CO 80128, 303-932-0215
   Mother: Cathy Owen, 6338 Geddes Drive, Littleton, CO 80128, 303-932-0215, work: 303-784-8190
   Father: Michael Owen, 6338 Geddes Drive, Littleton, CO 80128, 303-932-0215, work: 303-757-9335

INVESTIGATION:

On 05-04-99 I was assigned Information Control Number DN2801 for follow up investigation. The
Information Control narrative stated that Alisa Owen is on the original cafeteria backpack list.

On 05-06-99 I responded to 6338 Geddes Drive where I met with Alisa Owen and her mother. Alisa Owen
confirmed that she was in the cafeteria when this incident occurred.

Owen stated that on 04-20-99 she drove her car to Columbine High School and parked in her assigned
parking space #214 in the senior lot. She entered the school through the student entrance into the Commons and
went up to her locker, which is on the main hall by the auditorium. She estimated she arrived at approximately
0700 hours. She then went to her physics class on the main level and spoke with her teacher. For first hour she
has physics with Mr. Manuelli. Second hour she has Spanish with Ms. Burch-Sterling. Third hour she has
language arts, which is back on the main level and fourth hour she has math in the math wing. For that class she
had a substitute teacher and does not recall the name. She said that after fourth hour she went to her locker and
then went to the "A" lunch. She reviewed the diagram of the cafeteria and indicated she was seated at table "DD"
The other students sitting at her table were: Alex (last name unknown, a female), Jess Brown, Jenny Colby, Lydie
Perry, and Pat (last name unknown). Owen estimated she arrived in the cafeteria at approximately 1115 hours
She said that she traveled to the cafeteria with her friend, Jenny Colby. She said that she purchased a pop,
sat down and started to eat her lunch. She thinks that perhaps she ate her sandwich and had just started eating
some chips when she heard a male voice yell "get down". She said at that time the entire population of the
cafeteria started to get down their chairs and under their tables. She did the same and was starting to question
her friends and asking what was going on. She noticed that then people that were near the windows were crawling on the floor and pushing their way toward the stairs.

Owen said that she peaked up from over the table and able to lock out the window. She said that on the hill area she saw someone trip and fall down. She thought that it was DYLAN. She said that he was wearing a black trench coat and his black baseball cap which he wears backwards. She said that she also thought it was DYLAN because of his curly hair. She could not see his hands and she couldn't tell what he was wearing on his feet. She said that she also saw someone by the cars that were parked near the building. She said that usually ERIC, DYLAN and Zak have their cars parked in the first spots. She interjected that she knew that ERIC and DYLAN and Zak had arrived at school at 0430 hours to get those get those assigned parking spaces. They wanted to have the spots closest to the school.

Owen said that Zak drives a blue car, DYLAN has a black Volvo or BMW, and ERIC also drives a black

She said that there was one person standing between two cars in the lot. She couldn't ID the person as they had their back to her, but she thought that they were wearing a black trench coat and looked heavier-set and was wearing camel army pants. She said that she does recall that there was a car parked in Zak's spot, which is the first spot and DYLAN's spot which is the second spot and thinks that the third space was empty. She then said that she started to crawl across the cafeteria floor toward the stairwell. She said that she saw people going up the stairs and she got up and ran.

Owen ran to the stairs and as she was going up the stairs noticed that a friend of hers had fallen. She doesn't recall the friend's name. She helped her up and thought that she had sprained her ankle. She said that they then heard gunshots in the cafeteria behind them and she also heard bombs. People were beginning to panic and yell "get out, get out". She said that she was frustrated as she went up the stairs because the crowd wasn't moving fast enough and that when she finally got up the stairs, she ran directly down the hallway and out of the building. She didn't recall hearing fire alarms but did say that she did hear gunshots and bombs as she was running out. These sounds were coming from behind her.

When she exited the school she went across the street into the Leawood Park and attempted to find her friends. She was at a gazebo when she heard someone yelled to run again and run into the neighborhood. She ran into the neighborhood and got into a house. She didn't know whose house it was, but she got on a cell
phone and was able to call her mom. Her mother indicated that she received at 12:22 hours. She then got a ride to Leawood Elementary and was reunited with her parents after a trip to the hospital to check on some friends. Owen estimated that it took her approximately ten minutes from the time the incident began until she was in Leawood Park.

Owen said her backpack is a blue and black Eastport, that it contains a red folder, miscellaneous papers, a dayplanner, several other books, a TI 83 graphing calculator, and a wallet. Owen said that she was wearing jean overalls, a gray short-sleeved shirt, and tennis shoes.

Owen said that she knew ERIC HARRIS and that she believes in eighth or ninth grade she had asked him to a class dance. She said that he is since been in several of her classes including her CCB class taught by Mr. Webb. She was not in his particular group in the class and did not know what his paper was about. She that when ever she would hang around ERIC and his friends, they were constantly joking around saying things like "I'm going to kill you too". Owen said that this was just their sense of humor and she did not feel threatened by the talk.

Owen said that she had seen DYLAN KLEBOLD in the hallways and several weeks prior to the incident, had talked to him about school. She said she was extremely surprised when it turned it was DYLAN KLEBOLD was involved in the incident because she describes him as "a nice guy". She wasn't surprised to find out that it was ERIC HARRIS because he had a very dark side and he always kept to himself. I asked Owen to characterize her relationship with ERIC and DYLAN. She said that they more of acquaintances than friends.

Owen said that she also knew Zak Heckler and that he had been in one of her classes, a Power Point class for physics. However, she didn't even considered herself an acquaintance of Zak only that she knew him.

Owens said that she usually ate lunch with a group of girls who liked to associated themselves with the "trench coat mafia". Their names were Nicole Marks, Krista (last name unknown), Alex (last name unknown, possibly Marsh), and Vanessa (last name unknown). She said that usually the talk at their table was about prom or social activities and the only time she ever heard them talking about weapons was Alex and Vanessa joking about sword-fighting. She further stated that Nicole possibly Marks, was dating Chris Morris. Krista (last name unknown) was dating Eric (last name unknown) who always wears a beret. She said she was unaware of who Alex and Vanessa might be dating. She said that Krista always wore black and she always wore black overalls. She said that Alex always wore dark clothes but usually black, usually dark grays and greens. Vanessa also wore
dark clothes but not usually black. She said that another girl, Jenny, that usually hangs out with them, always wore a color-guard jacket and Jessica, who hangs out with them, always wore very revealing clothing.

Owen said that she had no problems with "trench coat mafia" members and had not hear of any other students having problems with them. When asked about unusual backpacks or duffle bags in the cafeteria, Owen said that she does recall a pack near their table that was between her and the pop machines. She said that it was very large and on the floor and people were stepping over it. She said she remembers someone asking who it belonged to and no one answered up for it. She said that several students tried push it out of the way but it was so heavy it wouldn't move or they didn't move it. Owen did not know anybody with double-pierced eyebrow and does not have internet access.

Owen's mother indicated at the end of the interview that they also were acquainted with Robyn Anderson and Tiffany Burke. She stated that on the day that the incident occurred, Alisa had been calling numerous friends to find out if they were okay that evening. One of the calls she made was to Tiffany Burke. She said that Tiffany was no longer a friend but her name just appeared in the phone books that Alisa was using and she called her. She said that later when Alisa wasn't in the residence, Tiffany called and Cathy Owen asked her if she was okay. She said Tiffany's response was "I wasn't there, and I don't want talk about it". In retrospect, Cathy Owen thinks this is an unusual statement. Alisa Owen could add no further information.

ADDITIONAL WITNESSES:
1. JESS BROWN
2. JENNY COLBY
3. LYDIE PERRY
4. ALEX (last name unknown)
5. PAT (last name unknown)

These were students seated at table "DD" with Alisa Owen.

[Signatures]
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JC-001-003984
Detective Matt Murray, 91021
Denver Police Homicide
11-26-99
LAKEWOOD POLICE DEPARTMENT SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT

REPORTING AGENT: GEORGE MCGLYNN
VICTIM: COLUMBINE HIGH SCHOOL
OFFENSE: AOA/COLUMBINE HIGH SCHOOL TASK FORCE/JEFFCO SHERIFF'S OFFICE

CASE NUMBER: 99-38856
DATE OF REPORT: 04-30-99

SUSPECTS:

ERIC HARRIS
DYLAN KLEBOLD

WITNESS:

1. OWEN, NATHANIEL, DOB: 10-23-83
   9704 WEST POWER CIRCLE, LITTLETON, CO 80128, 303-933-3413
   Mother: Nancy Owen, 9704 West Power Circle, Littleton, CO 80128, 303-797-7618, work: 303-861-8013
   Father: Taylor Owen, 9704 West Power Circle, Littleton, CO 80128, 303-797-7618, work: 303-904-0709

INVESTIGATION:

On 05-06-99 I was assigned Information Control Number DN2799 for follow up investigation. The Information Control narrative stated that Nathaniel Owen is on the original cafeteria backpack list.

On 05-06-99 I responded to 9704 West Power Circle where I met with Nathaniel Owen and his parents. Nathaniel confirmed that he was in the cafeteria when this incident occurred.

Owen stated that he took the bus to school. He believed the bus number is S1. He arrived at school by the main entrance, the entrance just south of the main entrance. He said that he entered the school and went to the cafeteria area and arrived there at approximately 0715 hours. He indicated on the map that he sat at a table near the east pillar, possibly table "HH" or "W". He said that he visited with other students who were in the cafeteria and then left the cafeteria to go to his first hour class which is journalism and the teacher is Jenkowski. He said that the journalism class is on the main level. He left first hour to go to second hour, which is his language arts class, Mr. Laba, and he met with Charles Whitseth. They traveled to the math class together for third hour with Mrs. Layman. He said that after third hour he has fourth hour off and went to the Commons. He said that he got to the Commons and went to his usual table which he identified as table "TT". He said that several of his other friends that have fourth hour off met him there, those being Jeff Hoffer, Giff Seawright, Robbie Wischer, Chris Wischer, Jordan Grimm, and other student that they refer to as neivel. Also Brian Bay was with them at this time. He said that sometimes they eat or do homework or just talk during this hour. He said that during the fourth hour he didn't...
notice anyone come in to the cafeteria and drop off a backpack or duffle bag. However, he indicated his back was to the doors by the faculty lounge and he wouldn't have been able to see anybody come. He said that due to his conversations he probably would not have noticed. He said that for the "A" lunch, Brian Bay remained at the table. They were joined by Mike Naifeh, Mark Opher, Kent Foncannon, Tyrone (last name unknown) and Kenny Rupp. He said that they were sitting at their table and that he had gotten his food at approximately at 1110 hours. He purchased a Subway sandwich. He said that Mark Opher left out the door to upstairs by the library and left out the faculty door. Shortly after he left the incident began. Owen said that initially he did not hear any shots but heard what he thought were chairs falling down or muffled bangs. He said that he turned behind him and looked out the window. He said that he looked out the window and saw three people. He said he saw two people lying on the ground and as he looked out the window he saw another student go down. He said the male student that went down appeared as though he had been shot in the leg from the parking lot area. He said that the student was wearing baggy shorts, blue jean style, a T-shirt which is dark in color, and he had short, blond hair. He said that he immediately turned around to his friends and asked if they heard any gunshots. He said at about the same time he heard a male teacher yelling "get down, get down." He immediately dropped down and got behind some chairs. He said his initial response was just hide by the chairs and he waited a minute or two and then he started to move toward the stairwell. He said that there were people crawling and running toward the stairs. He said that he got to the stairwell, he saw that the stairs were extremely crowded and he grabbed his friend Tyrone who was standing there, and they ran down the foreign language hallway corridor, then directly to the doors. He said that when they got to the doors, he had lost Tyrone along the way. There was a girl standing by the door. They paused for a moment at the door and then the girl ran from the school. He immediately followed her and he heard a teacher yelling at them to stay in the school. The teacher then yelled to them to "get out" and other students started to come out of the school. He said that he followed the girl and then lost her at some point as he across the street into Leawood Park. He said that he eventually ended up at a friend's house that had stayed home for lunch by the name of Eric Long, and that more students arrived at the house. He said that as they were at the park, they had been told to run into the neighborhoods. He said that while they were at Eric's house, they were able to hear more gunshots and they ran from that house thinking it was too close. He ended up knocking on some neighbors homes and an older couple let him into the house along with other students.
Owen said that he was fairly sure that student he observed was shot in the leg and that he was bleeding. He said he couldn't be sure about the other two that were laying on the ground. He could provide no description of the two. He said that he did not see anyone shooting a gun and did not see any of the suspects outside the window.

Owen said that he did not see anything unusual in the cafeteria while he was in there for fourth hours and a lunch. He did not notice any large, unattended duffle bags.

Owen said that his backpack is a green Jansport. He said that it is a very big bag and that he carries all of his books, a math book, a Spanish book, vocabulary book, journalism book, three large binders, several other notebooks and his Texas Instruments calculator. Owen said that he was wearing a white shirt, khaki pants, and Dock Martin boots or shoes.

Owen said that he has heard of the "trench coat mafia" prior to the incident. However, he has had no contact with them and no incidents that he has been involved in. He had heard that several weeks prior to the incident that there was going to be a fight between the "trench coat mafia" and the jocks. He never heard of anything coming of it and wasn't aware of any fight. He said that usually there are "trench coat mafia" students sitting at a table near the door. He identified that table as "UU". He said normally there is a dark, blond-haired student that wears black cargo pants and a trench coat, has sunglasses, is fairly skinny and has a pale complexion. Owen believes he is a junior at the school and is unaware of his name. He said that one time while they were in the cafeteria he had heard other students from across the way teasing this "trench coat mafia" member.

Owen does not know of any students with double-pierced eyebrows. He does have Internet access but he does not have a user name or ICQ account. He says that he has not seen anything about the "trench coat mafia" on the Internet and hasn't tried to access their sites. Owen could provide no further information to the investigation.

**ADDITIONAL WITNESSES:**

1. Jeff Hoffer
2. Giff Seawright
3. ROBBIE WISHER
4. CHRIS WISHER
5. JORDAN GRIMM
6. NEVEL (last name unknown)
7. BRIAN BAY ✓
   These students were all in the cafeteria commons during fourth hour.
8. MIKE NAIFEH ✓
9. MARK OPHERT ✓
10. KENT FONCANNON ✓
11. TYRONE (last name unknown)
12. KENNY RUPP ✓
   These are all students at the table with Owen at the time the incident began.

[Signatures]

Detective's signature/number/date  Sergeant's signature/number/date
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On 5/5/99, Johnathan Owens, DOB 6/10/82, 5409 West Hinsdale Avenue, Littleton, Colorado, was advised of the identity of the interviewing agent, and the nature and purpose of the interview. He was interviewed in the presence of his Mother, Mary Ann Owens, DOB 7/3/57. He provided the following information.

On 4/20/99, John arrived at Columbine High School at approximately 7:00 a.m. He went directly to the cafeteria, and sat by himself at table JJ or MM. He didn't notice any duffel bags or backpacks that stood out to him or looked unusual. At 7:30 a.m., he went to a computer class to assist a teacher with this class. Afterwords, he went to his normal classes.

His last class prior to first period lunch was his history class, that let out at approximately 11:10 a.m. From here, John went directly to the cafeteria. He bought his lunch at the school store, and walked to table BB, which is near the windows on the west side of the cafeteria. He was seated with the following individuals.

1. Danny Abrams
2. Peter (P.J.) Capra

As he was eating lunch, he noted that several students were standing up and looking out the west windows of the cafeteria. He also looked out the windows, and observed a student whom he couldn't identify with a blood covered leg running towards the baseball diamond. Next he saw a gunman at the bottom of the stairs on the west side of the cafeteria dressed in black clothing, however not in a black trench coat. The gunman had on black pants, a black shirt, and long blond hair (neck length). The gunman pointed a sawed off shotgun towards the ground and fired once. He then got down on the floor, and as he did, he heard an explosion in the school parking lot. Teachers and janitors were yelling for students to get down. John crawled halfway to the stairs near the trophy case, and then ran to the stairs, and heard gunfire at the top of the stairs. Instead of going up the stairs, he ran down the foreign language hallway with many other students. He and a group of students went into the last classroom on the left next to the exit. There were also
two teachers in this classroom. A student named Julie Brunoff attempted to call 911, however the line was busy. They were in this classroom approximately two-three minutes, and then the teachers directed them out of the school, across the parking lot, and south to the first house to the south of the school on Pierce. There were many students in this house, and after five or ten minutes he left and a student driving a small car (possibly white in color) gave John and a few other unidentified students a ride into the neighborhood, and went to the house of yet another unidentified student. John stated that he thinks that the student that gave him a ride looked like a student in the 1998 yearbook in the Trench Coat Mafia photo. The student he pointed to was Brian Sargent.

John did not see Harris or Klebold around school on either Monday or Tuesday. He actually didn’t know Klebold or Harris per se, however he thinks that in the past he has seen them and other TCM students around the school. He didn’t know very much about the TCM, but has heard that they can get drugs and guns.

John does use the Internet, and has a screen name of surfer 2K1. He does not have an ICQ, and doesn’t utilize chat rooms.
On 5/21/99, Johnathan Owens, DOB 6/10/82 was advised of
the identity of the interviewing Agent, and the nature and
purpose of the interview. He was interviewed in the presence of
his mother, Mary Ann Owens, DOB 7/3/57. He provided the
following information.

A previous interview conducted with Johnathan on
5/5/99, was referenced, and a copy of the 302 provided for him to
review. Specific reference in the body of the 302 was made to
his viewing a gunman at the bottom of the stairs outside the west
side of the cafeteria that pointed a sawed off shotgun at the
ground and fired. He was then shown a series of photographs in a
photo lineup in order to determine if any of these photographs
were of the same individual that he saw on 4/20/99, previously
referenced. He positively identified Dylan Klebold as the
individual that he saw on that day.

Specific reference was also made in the body of the 302
to Johnathan being given a ride after the incident by a student
that he thought might have been Brian Sargent. He was then shown
another series of photographs in a photo lineup in order to
determine if any of these photographs were of the same individual
that gave him a ride on 4/20/99. He positively identified Brian
Sargent as being the driver of the car.